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Abstract—An individual’s authentication plays a vital role in our daily life. 
In the last decade, biometric-based authentication has become more prevalent 
than traditional approaches like passwords and pins. Ear recognition has gained 
attention in the biometric community in recent years. Researchers defined several 
features for the identification of a person from ear image. The features play a vital 
role in the success of classification models. This paper considers an ensemble 
of features for designing a new classification model. The features are assessed 
in isolation as well as through feature-level fusion. Subsequently, a rank-level 
fusion for classification is introduced. The experiments are conducted on both 
constrained and unconstrained ear datasets. The results are promising and open 
up new possibilities in machine learning-based ear recognition.

Keywords—ear biometrics, decision level fusion, rank level fusion, HOG, 
GLBP, BSIF

1 Introduction

Biometrics is a personal identification or authentication method relying on unique 
physiological or behavioural traits. Iris, palm print, and gait biometrics are well- 
researched topics with numerous practical systems. In the last decade, ear biometrics 
has become increasingly prominent. Ear Biometrics is the verification or identification 
of a person using a 2D or 3D ear image. As a physiological approach, an ear image 
has discriminative features to distinguish between individuals. Ear biometrics has 
broad applications, from authentication to forensics. Ear satisfies essential biomet-
ric requirements – universality, permanence, and uniqueness. After decades of study 
of “anthropometric measurement” of ear photos of thousands of people, it was con-
cluded that no two ears are alike, even in the case of identical and fraternal twins [1].  
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Unlike the face, ear anatomy does not change much over time [1]. Furthermore, images 
of the ears are unaffected by makeup and emotion. Contact biometrics like iris and 
fingerprints require user cooperation while acquiring the biometric trait. However, ear 
images can be captured without any consent from the user. This makes ear biometrics 
useful in forensic investigation and surveillance. To improve security and performance, 
a human ear can be integrated with biometrics such as the face and iris to build a  
multimodal recognition system.

An ear recognition system with handcrafted features and machine learning algo-
rithms includes ear segmentation/localization, feature extraction, and recognition/
verification processes. The efficacy of an ear biometric system is influenced by the 
contrast, lighting, and different occlusion of ear images such as earrings and hair. Early 
ear biometrics research focused on images collected in controlled conditions, where the 
images are captured explicitly for research purposes using special hardware and indoor 
environments. Popular datasets like IIT Delhi, AMI, and USTB are among them. They 
have limited variability in rotation, occlusion, and illumination change. The recognition 
systems built with these datasets fail in many practical situations where the images are 
degraded by factors such as poor illumination, blur, noise, viewing angles, and occlu-
sions. Hence researchers started using unconstrained datasets such as AWE, AWEx, and 
WebEar, where the recognition accuracy is a challenge. Though conventional machine 
learning-based approaches are successful with constrained datasets, they failed to give 
impressive results with unconstrained datasets. Deep learning-based models are pro-
posed with relatively high accuracy for unconstrained datasets. Deep learning models 
generally require large datasets, and model building is resource-demanding.

Based on feature extraction methods, Ear recognition approaches are divided into 
four categories: geometrical, holistic/global, local, and hybrid [2]. Early Ear recogni-
tion works are based on geometric and global features [3] [4] [5], and they reported 
low recognition results. Recognition using local and hybrid descriptors [6] [7] [8] [9] 
reported high performance compared to other descriptors. In this work, three efficient 
local descriptors – Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Gradient Local Binary 
Pattern (GLBP), and Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF) are selected for 
feature extraction, and the goal is to evaluate the classifier performance using three 
approaches. The first approach is to independently find the recognition accuracy using 
the selected features. The second approach investigates whether combining features 
will improve recognition performance (feature-level fusion). The third approach is to 
build a novel rank-level fusion of classifier outputs to improve recognition accuracy. 
The Rank Level Fusion approach improves classification accuracy. Both constrained 
and unconstrained datasets are used in the study.

2 Related works

The French criminologist Mr Bertillon investigated the use of the ear to track crimi-
nals [10]. In 1964, Mr Iannarelli, an American police officer, analyzed about 10000 ear 
images and 12 manual measurements to prove the uniqueness of the ear [1]. He carried 
out experiments using twins and triplets to find individuality.
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Early contributions in Ear recognition make use of geometrical shape and structure. 
These methods use edge information as attributes for classification. A graph matching 
technique, with an Adjacency Graph of Voronoi diagrams made from ear segments, 
is proposed in [3]. The authors provided a theoretical base for ear recognition. For 
occlusion due to hair, the authors suggested a thermogram. The paper brings out the ear 
biometrics challenges and offers possible research directions.

Mu et al. incorporated outer and inner ear structures for feature vector formation 
and Neural Networks for classification [11]. The paper reports 85% accuracy for the 
USTB II dataset. Choraś & Choraś defined a feature considering concentric circles 
for the centroid of an ear image centroid [12]. The authors created and experimented 
with their data set and reported 100% accuracy. Geometrical features, combining the 
outer contour’s minimum and maximum ear height line of the outer contour, are used 
in [13]. The features include the maximum ear height line, minimum ear height line, 
a summation of height lines, the ratio of height lines, and the ratio of maximum and 
minimum ear height lines with the smallest distance from the centre of the maximum 
height line to the left. The experiment was conducted on the USTB subset 1 and IITD1 
database and reported 98.33% and 99.6% accuracy, respectively. Geometrical methods 
are computationally simple but give a low recognition rate when the images are of low 
quality and occluded.

 Holistic approaches like “Force Field”, “Principal Component Analysis” (PCA), 
and “Linear Discriminant Analysis” (LDA) extract features from the whole ear image. 
Models based on these give high accuracy when the images are subjected to a few 
pre-processing steps, including size normalization. Hurley et al. used Force Field 
Transform approach that assumes pixels are mutually attracted to form a “Gaussian 
Force Field” [4]. The directional features derived from the Force Field are used to 
find potential wells and channels for matching. A rank-1 recognition rate of 99.2% is 
reported with the XM2VTS database. The Force Field techniques are also adopted in 
[14] [15] and [5]. The idea of Eigen space based on PCA to build a multimodal system, 
combining face and ear, is used in [5] and [16]. An observation from the above multi-
modal studies is that ear recognition accuracy is low compared to face recognition. The 
former reported a recognition rate of 40% on their dataset, while the latter projected a 
71.6% rank-1 recognition rate on the UND-E dataset.

Zhang et al. [17] used Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) for Ear recognition. The original image database is decomposed into 
several basic image combinations, and the combinations are fed to the RBF. They 
reported 94.1% accuracy with the CP dataset and 88.3% with their dataset. Analysis 
of works done using holistic approaches concludes that recognition accuracy decreases 
when unconstrained datasets are used.

Zarachoff et al. [18] used a multi-band two-dimensional PCA(2D-MBPCA) tech-
nique for ear recognition. This technique divides the given input image into multiple 
bands, and standard PCA is applied to each band to generate eigenvectors for feature 
matching. They reported 93.63% accuracy with the IITD II dataset and 96.11% with 
the USTBI dataset.

In local approaches, the ear image extracted is divided into regions, and local fea-
tures are extracted from these regions. Nanni and Lumni used different colour space 
properties and ensemble-based ear matcher [19]. The method extracts Gabor features 
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from different colour spaces. The experiments using the UND-E database resulted in 
84% rank-1 recognition accuracy.

A study on “texture” and “surface” descriptors in Ear biometrics is presented in 
[20]. The authors used the “Local Binary Pattern” (LBP), “Local Phase Quantiza-
tion” (LPQ), “Histogram of Oriented Gradients” (HOG), “Binarized Statistical Image 
Features” (BSIF), “Shape index”, and “Curvedness”. They experimented with fea-
ture-level fusion, introducing a novel histogram-based descriptor. LDA is used for gen-
erating feature subspace, and classification is done with different distance measures. 
The datasets used are UND-J2, IITK, and AMI. Extensive experiments with various 
features, transformers, and distance measures showed up to 100% accuracy.

Benzaoui et al. used the texture descriptors LBP, LPQ, and BSIF and the data sets 
IITD-I, IITD-II, and the USTB [21]. The authors reported a 97.3% accuracy, the high-
est, for IITD-II with the BSIF feature. The same authors proposed a new model that 
extracts local colour texture descriptors in the three-colour spaces, RGB, YCbCr, and 
HSV [7]. The training set includes one sample per person from the USTB-1 dataset, 
and the remaining images are used for testing. A rank-1 recognition rate of 96.53% is 
reported on the USTB-1 database with the RGB-BSIF combination.

Houcine et al. [22] defined a “multi-bags-of-features” histogram for ear recogni-
tion. The method computes histograms using a Bag of features and applies Kernel Dis-
criminant Analysis (KDA). The experiments using IITD-I database resulted in 96.3% 
rank-1 accuracy. Hassaballah et al. used the Robust Local Oriented Patterns (RLOP) 
descriptor [6]. RLOP uses “edge directional information” to obtain a noise-tolerant 
and rotation-invariant descriptor. The dataset considered are IITD-I, IITD-II, AMI, and 
AWE. The paper presents details of extensive experiments carried out and reports an 
average accuracy of 98%.

Mahmoud et al. used a descriptor called “Dense Local Phase Quantization” (DLPQ) 
from LPQ [23]. DLPQ is calculated using phase responses generated from the LPQ 
descriptor. The experiment was conducted on IITD-I and IITD-II datasets and reported 
98.49% and 98.4% recognition accuracy, respectively. Youbi et al. used a Multi-scale 
Local Binary Pattern (MLBP), a variant of LBP and city block distance [24]. The 
experiments were conducted with IITD-I, IITD-II, and USTB-I datasets and reported a 
rank-1 accuracy of 98.40%, 98.64%, and 98.33%, respectively.

Emersic et al. developed a model using LBP, LPQ, HOG, BSIF, and “Patterns of 
Oriented Edge Magnitudes” (POEM) [2]. The paper reports 98.5% and 48.4% accuracy 
on the IITD-II and the AWE datasets when BSIF is used as the descriptor. A new vari-
ant of BSIF – Multiscale Framework-BSIF [MS-BSIF] is proposed in [25]. A bank of 
BSIF filters is used for a given image to obtain response images, followed by histogram 
normalization and concatenation to get MS-BSIF histograms. “Whitened Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis” is applied for dimensionality reduction and classification by KNN 
classifier with Chi-square distance. Rank-1 recognition rates of 98.08%, 97.72%, and 
99.74% are obtained for IITD-I, IITD-II, and the USTB-1 datasets. Alshazly et al. used 
an approach based on Gradient or edge directions [26]. Experiments with Local Opti-
mal Oriented Patterns (LOOP) feature descriptors and IITD-I, IITD-II, and the AMI 
datasets, report rank1 accuracy of 93.9%, 96.9%, and 70.2%, respectively.

Omara et al. [27] employed a hybrid approach by combining features. The authors 
used LBP, LPQ, HOG, BSIF, POEM, and Gabor features. “Dynamical Components 
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Analysis” (DCA) is applied for fusion and dimensionality reduction. SVM is chosen 
as the classifier. They reported 97.33% accuracy with the USTB and 96.25% with the 
IITD-II. Ear recognition by the fusion of two descriptors, “Pyramid Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients” (PHOG) and “Local Directional Pattern” (LDP), is proposed in [28]. 
The shape and texture information is extracted using the descriptors. Kernel Discrim-
inant Analysis (KDA) and Nearest Neighbour classifier are combined for the classifi-
cation task. Rank-1 recognition rate of 97.60%, 97.37%, and 96.83% is reported on 
IITD-I, IITD-II, and UND-E datasets.

Sajadi and Fathi employed a hybrid approach by combining global and local fea-
tures [29]. Gabor Zernike is used as the global feature and LPQ is the local feature. 
The Genetic algorithm is used to select an optimal combination of the features. KNN 
classifier with Canberra Distance is adopted for classification. The rank-1 recognition 
rate is 100%, 99.2%, and 97.13% for USTBI, IITD-I, and IITD-II datasets.

Ear recognition based on shifted 1D-LBP is proposed in [30]. KNN is chosen as the 
classifier. The experiment using the USTB I and USTB II datasets resulted in 97.04% 
and 100% recognition accuracy. Muttasher used “Features from Accelerated Segment 
Test” (FAST) and HOG for feature extraction [31]. A probabilistic Neural Network 
(PNN) is used for the matching process. The experiments reported a 98% Recognition 
rate on the AMI database.

Hybrid approaches, which give better recognition results, are often computationally 
complex compared to holistic, local, or geometrical approaches. In the last decade, sev-
eral Deep learning models have been proposed for ear recognition. Deep learning-based 
works are not included in the review as the focus is on handcrafted features and classifi-
cation using machine learning algorithms.

3 Feature extraction methods

This section gives a brief overview of the local features that are included in the study.

3.1 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

HOG is a popular and widely used feature descriptor for object recognition in com-
puter vision [32]. HOG captures the structure or shape of an object. It determines the 
magnitude and direction of gradients for edges in an image.

3.2 Gradient Local Binary Pattern (GLBP)

The LBP is a texture descriptor introduced in [33]. LBP is simple, effective, and 
rotation and illumination invariant. For each pixel, the LBP code is computed, and the 
histogram of these codes is used as a texture descriptor.

LBP for pixel (xc, yc) is [33]

 LBP x y s g gP R c c
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p c
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Where gc is the value of the central pixel and gp is the value of its 2D neighbours
In the literature, various LBP variations for feature extraction have been proposed. 

Of these, Gradient Local Binary Pattern (GLBP) is chosen for this work. GLBP utilizes 
pixel and gradient values to encode local texture information [34]. The LBP encoding 
technique encodes the pixel value to generate a binary code [34]. The gradient value is 
encoded as a single vector that provides gradient magnitude and direction. The binary 
code for gradient magnitude is obtained the same way as basic LBP (Eqn. 2), where 
gradient magnitude m is used instead of intensity.

 t s m m s m m s m mc c p c( ( ), ( ), . ( ))0 1 1− − −−  (2)

For encoding the gradient direction, the centre pixel direction is compared with the 
directions in its 8 neighbourhoods. Two vectors have the same direction if both belong 
to the same range direction. The binary code for gradient direction is defined as

 ( ( ), ( ), . ( ))f d d s d d s d dc c p c0 1 1− − −−  (3)

Where dc and dp represent the centre pixel and eight surrounding pixels, respectively. 
The thresholding function f(z) is defined as
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The GLBPP,R operator is defined as follows:
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The binary code for the gradient is generated by ORing binary codes of the gradient 
magnitude and direction. This result is multiplied by pixel weights, and the sum is 
found. The final feature vector is obtained by concatenating the sum calculated using 
intensity values and the sum obtained from gradient values.

3.3 Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF)

BSIF is a local histogram-based texture descriptor reported in [35]. In BSIF, a binary 
code is generated by projecting the local image patches over filters of natural images. 
For an image patch X of size l × l pixels and a linear filter Wi of the same size, the filter 
response Si is calculated using Eqn. 6.

 s W u v X u v w xi
u v

i i
T� ��

,

( ), ( , )  (6)
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Where vectors w and x contain the pixels of Wi and X. The BSIF feature bi is  
obtained by setting bi = 1 if si > 0 and bi = 0 otherwise. BSIF is a powerful descriptor 
that provides high ear recognition results under different conditions. Filters with size  
11 × 11 are used in the present study.

4 Proposed rank level fusion approach

Features extracted from the segmented ear play a vital role in ear recognition. A set 
of local image features is chosen, and extensive experimentation is performed to iden-
tify their merits in ear recognition.

In classification, “Rank n” classification accuracy is one of the metrics used to proj-
ect the performance (for example, the accuracy when the searched item is in the top five 
predicted outputs). This works well with classifiers like KNN. Popular Decision level 
fusion techniques include “majority voting, Borda count method, and weighted Borda 
count”. In this paper, a decision-level fusion incorporating rank is introduced. The top 
ten predictions of three KNN classifiers are combined to generate the class label. HOG, 
GLBP, and BSIF features are extracted from IIT Delhi and AWE datasets. For each 
feature, a KNN model is created, adopting Euclidean distance. Euclidean distance out-
performs all other distance measures for all the features. The KNN model predicts ten 
labels in rank order (distance).

Consider a test sample with actual label qi, input to the three classifiers. For this 
input, for each classifier C, let P(C), C = 1 to 3, be the set of predictions. Each P(C) 
contains a set of ten class labels, ordered based on the distance, least to high. Let R 
(qk, C) be the rank of a label in P(C), qk ∈ labels in the training set.

Definition: Rank Weight (RW)
The rank weight RW (qk, C) = 10 – R (qk, C) + 1, if qk ∈ P(C) and RW (qk, C) = 0, if 

qk ∉ P(C), C = 1 to 3.
That is, the label at rank 1 gets a weight of 10, and the label at rank position 10 gets 

a weight of 1. For each label qk, where qk is in prediction sets P©, C = 1 to 3, calculate 
the Average Rank Weight, ARW:

 ARW (qk) = (RW (qk, 1) + RW (qk, 2) + RW (qk, 3))/3. (7)

The label qk with the maximum ARW is taken as the final prediction, which is com-
pared with the input qi  for measuring prediction accuracy. If more than one class label 
has the same ARW, then the label with the minimum distance in BSIF is considered. 
Figures 1–3 illustrates the proposal.
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Fig. 1. Ranked output generated for a test image

Fig. 2. Proposed classification based on ranking

The ranked output generated for a test image based on the rank level fusion of clas-
sifier output is illustrated with an example. Figure 3a shows the retrieved top three 
ranks and their corresponding class for a query image from three different classifiers. 
A feature vector is generated for each class id. For class id C1, the ranks are <1, 2, 1>  
respectively from three classifier outputs. The rank for each class is calculated as shown 
in Figure 3b and c. From Figure 3c, it is seen that Class C1, with the maximum score 
value, is the predicted output class for the given test image.
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Fig. 3. An example of the rank-level fusion of the Top three classifier outputs for a test image

5 Experiments

Most ear biometrics research using traditional machine learning algorithms focuses 
on constrained datasets. Both constrained and unconstrained datasets are used in this 
study. Experiments using single features, feature-level fusion, and decision-level fusion 
are carried out on various datasets. This section describes the datasets, experimental 
setup, and results in detail.

5.1 Data sets

A brief overview of the datasets is presented below:

IIT Delhi. IIT Delhi ear database is a constrained dataset [36]. It consists of two sets  
of processed images, IIT-Delhi-I and IIT-Delhi-II, with 125 and 221 subjects.  
IIT-Delhi also contains a database with 493 images of 125 subjects.

  All images are in greyscale “.bmp” format. The minimum number of images 
per sample is three, and the maximum is 6 in both databases. IIT-Delhi-I and 
IIT-Delhi-II contain cropped images of size 50 × 180 pixels. The size of images 
in the IIT-Delhi raw database is 272 × 204 pixels. Figures 4 and 5 show sample 
images of IIT Delhi raw and processed databases, respectively.

AWE. AWE is an unconstrained dataset [2]. AWE contains 1000 images, ten sam-
ples each of 100 subjects. The images, with different dimensions in “.png”  
format, are collected from the web. It contains images with different illumination, 
angle, size, and rotation. Sample images of a single person in the AWE database 
are shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 4. Sample images from IIT Delhi raw database

Fig. 5. Sample images from IITD I and IITD II database

Fig. 6. Sample images of a single person AWE
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Table 1 shows the databases used in the experiment with the number of persons and 
the total number of images in each dataset.

Table 1. Description of datasets used

Database Number of Persons Number of Images

IIT Delhi Raw database 125 493

IITD I 125 493

IITD II 221 793

AWE 100 1000

5.2 Experimental settings

Although the images in the IIT-Delhi datasets are size-normalized, AWE contains 
images of various sizes. As a result, AWE samples are resized to 100 × 100. All image 
samples are subjected to histogram equalization before feature extraction.

The LBP parameters are uniform LBP with a block size of 8 × 8 pixels and a radius of 
2 pixels. The original image is divided into 8 × 8 cells for GLBP, and each cell’s GLBP 
features are extracted. The parameters utilized in HOG are an 8x8 block size and a 16 × 16  
block normalization of the histogram. The size of the filter window and the number 
of bits in the binary code are the most important factors in the BSIF filter. Different 
filter bank sizes are tested, and a filter bank size of 11 × 11 is chosen based on accu-
racy. Similarly, the binary code is limited to eight bits. Euclidean distance, City block, 
Mahalanobis, and Minkowski distance are among the distance measurements adopted 
for KNN. After experimenting with several K values, K is fixed as 10. Compared to 
different distance measures of KNN, Euclidean distance outperforms other distance 
measures. The training-test data split is fixed as 60:40. Fivefold cross-validation is 
adopted for training.

5.3 Results and discussion

Table 2 compares the performance of the proposed rank-level fusion with selected 
single local features and feature-level fusion. The BSIF feature shows the best recog-
nition results among the selected single features in all databases. Experiments with 
feature-level fusion are carried out by considering the selected features and KNN with 
Euclidean distance. Feature level fusion of HOG, GLBP, and BSIF reported the highest 
recognition result. The dimensionality of various features used is HOG: 576; LBP: 
3776; GLBP: 2304, and BSIF: 968. Feature fusion leads to high dimensionality, and 
hence PCA is applied.

The concepts of combining various classifiers or ensembles proved promising results 
across multiple classification problems. Rank-level fusion offers marginal improve-
ment in recognition accuracy. The rank-level fusion approach is less complex and easy 
to implement than popular classifiers like Random Forest.

Table 3 shows a comparison with the existing state of art techniques. The maximum 
accuracy obtained in our studies is comparable to or better than the previous works. 
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For AWE, the unconstrained dataset, HOG + CNN, gives good accuracy but is a deep 
learning-based approach.

Table 2. Comparison of proposed rank level fusion method with selected features

Databases Subjects Feature Classifier Accuracy (Rank 1%)

IIT Delhi Raw 
database

125 subjects 
(493 images)

HOG
LBP
GLBP
BSIF
HOG+GLBP+BSIF
Rank Level fusion

KNN
(Euclidean)

80.8%
78.7%
80.7%
81.6%
83.6%
84.3%

IIT Delhi I 221 subjects 
(793 images)

HOG
LBP
GLBP
BSIF
HOG+GLBP+BSIF
Rank Level fusion

KNN
(Euclidean)

96.2%
95.7%
96.2%
96.4%
97.1%
97.9%

IIT Delhi II 125 subjects 
(493 images)

HOG
LBP
GLBP
BSIF
HOG+GLBP+BSIF
Rank Level fusion

KNN
(Euclidean)

97.3%
96.8%
97.3%
97.7%
97.8%
98.6%

AWE 100 subjects 
(1000 images)

HOG
LBP
GLBP
BSIF
HOG+GLBP+BSIF
Rank Level fusion

KNN
(Euclidean)

43.9%
43.5%
46.3%
48.4%
49.5%
49.8%

Table 3. Comparison of results of existing ear recognition methods

Reference Features Databases Type Recognition Accuracy 
(Rank 1)

[23] DLPQ IITDII Local 98.4%

[24] MLBP IITDII Local 98.64%

[25] MS-BSIF IITDII Local 97.72%

[26] LOOP IITDII Local 96.9%

[2] LBP, LPQ, BSIF, 
HOG, POEM

IITDII
AWE

Local 98.5%
48.4%

[40] HOG+CNN AWE Hybrid 75.6%

[28] PHOG and LDP IITD1
IITDII

Hybrid 97.60%
97.37%

Proposed 
approach

HOG, GLBP, BSIF IITD I
IITDII
AWE

Hybrid 97.9%
98.6%
49.8%
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The proposed model can be improved by considering more features and fine-tuning 
feature parameters. Further, in the present study, only KNN classifier is used. Other 
classifiers shall be customized and adopted. Multiple classifiers can also be incorpo-
rated into the model. Finally, as the unconstrained data sets demand better models, the 
approach presented shall be extended to the deep learning domain. Several studies in 
deep learning report higher accuracy like [37] [38] [39].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, extensive experimentation on ear recognition using various local fea-
tures and classifiers is presented. Features in isolation and feature-level fusion models 
are investigated. A novel rank-level fusion is proposed. The work identified the best 
combination of the features considered, the best classifier, and the best decision-level 
fusion strategy. The results obtained are promising. The proposed rank-level fusion 
is established as an efficient decision-level fusion approach. The study needs to be 
extended by considering more features and datasets.
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